school and I also began, to my surprise, writing poetry, which I had never even thought of attempting before.

“...eight or nine published poems showed me that I lacked a poet's final skill, the one Yeats called closing a poem with the click of a well-made box. But still wanting to work at stretching the craft of writing toward the areas where it mysteriously starts to be art, I began working on what Norman Maclean has called the poetry under the prose—a lyrical language, with what I call a poetry of the vernacular in how my characters speak on the page. (In Bucking the Sun, for instance, a character thinks to himself: 'The weight of life is what holds us to this world, eh?') One of my diary entries, midway through the half dozen years of effort on This House of Sky, shows me trying 'to write it all as highly charged as poetry.' Twenty years and these eight books later, that's still my intention.

“One last word about the setting of my work, the West. I don't think of myself as a 'Western' writer. To me, language—the substance on the page, that poetry under the prose—is the ultimate 'region,' the true home, for a writer. Specific geographies, but galaxies of imaginative expression—we've seen them both exist in William Faulkner's postage stamp-size Yoknapatawpha County, and in Gabriel García Márquez's nowhere village of Macondo dreaming in its hundred years of solitude. If I have any creed that I wish you as readers, necessary accomplices in this flirtatious ceremony of writing and reading, will take with you from my pages, it'd be this belief of mine that writers of caliber can ground their work in specific land and lingo and yet be writing of that larger country: life.”

Recommended Reading:

“Going to Fort Peck” chapter in All But the Waltz, Mary Clearman Blew Penguin, 1992

The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck Penguin, 1976


East of Eden, John Steinbeck Penguin, 1992

The Exemplary Presidency, Philip Abbott University of Massachusetts Press, 1990

The Job: The American Novel, Sinclair Lewis University of Nebraska Press, 1994

No Ordinary Time, Doris Kearns Goodwin Touchstone, 1994

Talking Up a Storm: Voices of the New West, Gregory L. Morris University of Nebraska Press, 1994

Ivan Doig has been, from This House of Sky, his first grand entry into literature, one of the great American voices, full of grace, abounding in humanity, easy in narration, hypnotic in pace, grand in range. From the time Bucking the Sun introduces us to the Duff family, we are absorbed by them and compelled to experience their delights, grandeurs, prideful follies, and naked tragedies. Their pyramid and tower of folly is the Fort Peck Dam where they are both exalted and degraded, where they shine with exultation and gag on dust, and where, amongst men and women who seem to fill the book's sky, a great and mysterious Duff tragedy runs its undammable course.”

—Thomas Keneally

“Ivan Doig is one of the best we've got, a muscular and exceedingly good writer who understands our hunger for stories.”

—E. Annie Proulx
Not since Steinbeck’s *The Grapes of Wrath* has there been a family saga as powerful as *Bucking the Sun* or a family as compellingly strife-torn as the one at its center. Driven by drought from their Montana farm to “relief work” building the Fort Peck Dam, the Duff family spans the extremes of the times, from the eldest son Owen, who has made his way through college to take up with, the plot gets as thick and turbulent as the muddy Missouri.

**Bucking the Sun** is a startling story of mixed fortunes that races from moment to moment, an epic rendering of time and place that reminds us why Ivan Doig is our foremost living storyteller of the American West.

**Other Works by Ivan Doig:**

**Fiction:**
- *Ride with Me, Mariah Montana*
- *Dancing at the Rascal Fair*
- *English Creek*
- *The Sea Runners*

**Non-fiction:**
- *Heart Earth: A Memoir*
- *Winter Brothers: A Season at the Edge of America*
- *This House of Sky: Landscapes of a Western Mind*

**Discussion Points:**

1. While based on the actual building of the Fort Peck Dam, *Bucking the Sun* is a work of fiction. At what points does the novel depart from fact to imagination? What liberties does Doig take that an author of nonfiction could not? It has been said that fiction is the art of making things up to tell a greater truth; in what ways is this author trying to achieve that?

2. Describe the structure of *Bucking the Sun*. Discuss Doig’s literary voice, as well as his use of flashback. What is the author’s purpose in these italic “back stories”?

3. Doig has populated his novel equally with female and male characters—Meg and Hugh, Bruce and Kate, Rosellen and Neil, Owen and Charlene, Proxy and Darius. How does *Bucking the Sun* illuminate the roles of women and men during the 1930s?

4. Reviewers of Doig’s previous books have frequently commented that the women are strongly drawn personalities. Is this true of *Bucking the Sun*? Which woman do you consider the strongest?

5. Although the major characters are related, Doig takes care to make each a distinct personality. Consider examples of one way he does this: by giving each one unique turns of phrase.

6. Darius and Owen argue often about Darius’s politics. How are their separate ideologies embodied in their actions? How do Darius’s convictions ultimately affect the outcome of the story? How do Owen’s? Discuss the significance of political beliefs and tactics in *Bucking the Sun*.

7. How is Carl Kinnick important to the novel? As a character? As a voice? As a plot device?

8. Doig writes of Kinnick: “He hated Franklin Delano Roosevelt for this project and its swarm of construction towns, if that’s what you wanted to call such collections of shacks, and the whole shovelhead bunch down here who had to cut loose like rangutangs every Saturday night. Damn this New Deal crap. Wasn’t there any better way to run a country than to make jobs out of thin air, handing out wage money like it was cigarette papers?” How does this political climate compare with the current debate in this country over the role of government?

9. Throughout the story, the characters are thrown into conflict with powerful natural forces. Doig twice describes Bruce as “buck(ing) the sun” when he drives his truck. What is the meaning of this phrase? What significance does it gather over the course of the novel?

**Ivan Doig: A Note To Readers**

“When Charlotte Brontë lifted her pen from *Jane Eyre* and bequeathed us that most intriguing of plot summaries—‘Reader, I married him’—she also was saying what writers always must do to the eyes on our pages: ‘Reader, my story is flirting with you; please love it back.’ Where, though, do these suitors in their printed jackets and composed pages come from? With *Bucking the Sun* my list of literary ‘begats’ has reached eight books, and a biographical browsing of me customarily brings up such phrases as these:

‘Ivan Doig was born in White Sulphur Springs, Montana, in 1939...grew up along the Rocky Mountain Front where much of his writing takes place...first book, the highly acclaimed memoir *This House of Sky*, was a finalist for the National Book Award...former ranch hand, newspaperman, and magazine editor, Doig is a graduate of Northwestern University where he received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in journalism...he also holds a Ph.D. in history from the University of Washington...in 1989 the Western Literature Association honored him with its Distinguished Achievement Award for his body of work...he lives in Seattle with his wife Carol, who teaches literature of the American West....’

“Taking apart a career in such summary sentences always seems to me like dissecting a frog—some of the life inevitably goes out of it—and so I think the more pertinent Ivan Doig for you, Reader, is the red-headed only child, son of ranch hand Charlie Doig and ranch cook Berneta Ringer Doig (who died of her lifelong asthma on my sixth birthday), who in his junior year of high school (Valier, Montana; my class of 1957 had 21 members) made up his mind to be a writer of some kind.

“At the time, my motivation seemed to be simply to go away to college and break out of a not very promising ranchwork future in Montana. Jobs in journalism followed—as an editorial writer in Decatur, Illinois, (where I truly grasped Keats’ meaning of ‘amid the alien corn’) and as assistant editor of *The Rotarian* magazine in Evanston. Then, starved as we were for mountains and ocean, Carol and I left the Chicago area in 1966 and came to Seattle, with the notion that I would get a Ph.D. in history as background to bring to journalism teaching.

“What graduate school taught me, though, was that I didn’t want to be on a university faculty. I was continuing to free-lance magazine articles during grad
school and I also began, to my surprise, writing poetry, which I had never even thought of attempting before.

"My eight or nine published poems showed me that I lacked a poet's final skill, the one Yeats called closing a poem with the click of a well-made box. But still wanting to work at stretching the craft of writing toward the areas where it mysteriously starts to be art, I began working on what Norman Maclean has called the poetry under the prose—a lyrical language, with what I call a poetry of the vernacular in how my characters speak on the page. (In Bucking the Sun, for instance, a character thinks to himself: 'The weight of life is what holds us to this world, eh?') One of my diary entries, midway through the half dozen years of effort on This House of Sky, shows me trying 'to write it all as highly charged as poetry.' Twenty years and these eight books later, that's still my intention.

"One last word about the setting of my work, the West. I don't think of myself as a 'Western' writer. To me, language—the substance on the page, that poetry under the prose—is the ultimate 'region,' the true home, for a writer. Specific geographies, but galaxies of imaginative expression—we've seen them both exist in William Faulkner's postage stamp-size Yoknapatawpha County, and in Gabriel García Márquez's nowhere village of Macondo dreaming in its hundred years of solitude. If I have any creed that I wish you as readers, necessary accomplices in this flirtatious ceremony of writing and reading, will take with you from my pages, it'd be this belief of mine that writers of caliber can ground their work in specific land and lingo and yet be writing of that larger country: life.
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"Ivan Doig has been, from This House of Sky, his first grand entry into literature, one of the great American voices, full of grace, abounding in humanity, easeful in narration, hypnotic in pace, grand in range. From the time Bucking the Sun introduces us to the Duff family, we are absorbed by them and compelled to experience their delights, grandeurs, prideful follies, and naked tragedies. Their pyramid and tower of folly is the Fort Peck Dam where they are both exalted and degraded, where they shine with exultation and gag on dust, and where, amongst men and women who seem to fill the book's sky, a great and mysterious Duff tragedy runs its undammable course."

—Thomas Keneally

"Ivan Doig is one of the best we've got, a muscular and exceedingly good writer who understands our hunger for stories."

—E. Annie Proulx
Not since Steinbeck's *The Grapes of Wrath* has there been a family saga as powerful as *Bucking the Sun* or a family as compellingly strife-torn as the one at its center. Driven by drought from their Montana farm to "relief work" building the Fort Peck Dam, the Duff family spans the extremes of the times, from the eldest son Owen, who has made his way through college to an engineer's job on the dam to young Bruce, his antithesis, a risk-taker who works as a diver setting his son below the treacherous river bottom. In between are Neil, the quiet one, and the brothers' iron-willed wives. When a couple of wild cards are introduced, in the form of "relief work" of time and place that reminds us why of a Red Center. Driven by drought from their Montana farm to an engineer's job on the dam to young Bruce, his antithesis, a risk-taker who works as a diver setting his son into the treacherous river bottom.

*Bucking the Sun* is a startling story of mixed fortunes that races from moment to moment, an epic rendering of a family as compellingly strife-torn as the one at its antithesis, a risk-taker who works as a diver setting his son below the treacherous river bottom.

### Other Works by Ivan Doig:

**Fiction:**
- *Ride with Me, Mariah Montana*
- *Dancing at the Rascal Fair*
- *English Creek*
- *The Sea Runners*

**Non-fiction:**
- *Heart Earth: A Memoir*
- *Winter Brothers: A Season at the Edge of America*
- *This House of Sky: Landscapes of a Western Mind*

### Discussion Points:

1. While based on the actual building of the Fort Peck Dam, *Bucking the Sun* is a work of fiction. At what points does the novel depart from fact to imagination? What liberties does Doig take that an author of nonfiction could not? It has been said that fiction is the art of making things up to tell a greater truth; in what ways is this author trying to achieve that?

2. Describe the structure of *Bucking the Sun*. Discuss Doig's literary voice, as well as his use of flashback. What is the author's purpose in these italic "back stories"?

3. Doig has populated his novel equally with female and male characters—Meg and Hugh, Bruce and Kate, Rosellen and Neil, Owen and Charlene, Proxy and Darius. How does *Bucking the Sun* illuminate the roles of women and men during the 1930s?

4. Reviewers of Doig's previous books have frequently commented that the women are strongly drawn personalities. Is this true of *Bucking the Sun*? Which woman do you consider the strongest?

5. Although the major characters are related, Doig takes care to make each a distinct personality. Consider examples of one way he does this: by giving each one unique turns of phrase.

6. Darius and Owen argue often about Darius's politics. How are their separate ideologies embodied in their actions? How do Darius's convictions ultimately affect the outcome of the story? How do Owen's? Discuss the significance of political beliefs and tactics in *Bucking the Sun*.

7. How is Carl Kinnick important to the novel? As a character? As a voice? As a plot device?

8. Doig writes of Kinnick: "He hated Franklin Delano Roosevelt for this project and its swarm of construction towns, if that's what you wanted to call such collections of shacks, and the whole shovelhead bunch down here who had to cut loose like rangutangs every Saturday night. Damn this New Deal crap. Wasn't there any better way to run a country than to make jobs out of thin air, handing out wage money like it was cigarette papers?" How does this political climate compare with the current debate in this country over the role of government?

9. Throughout the story, the characters are thrown into conflict with powerful natural forces. Doig twice describes Bruce as "buck(ing) the sun" when he drives his truck. What is the meaning of this phrase? What significance does it gather over the course of the novel?

### Ivan Doig: A Note To Readers

"When Charlotte Brontë lifted her pen from *Jane Eyre* and bequeathed us that most intriguing of plot summaries—'Reader, I married him'—she also was saying what writers always must do to the eyes on our pages: 'Reader, my story is flirting with you; please love it back.' Where, though, do these suitors in their printed jackets and composed pages come from? With *Bucking the Sun* my list of literary 'begats' has reached eight books, and a biographical browsing of me customarily brings up such phrases as these:

'Ivan Doig was born in White Sulphur Springs, Montana, in 1939...grew up along the Rocky Mountain Front where much of his writing takes place...first book, the highly acclaimed memoir *This House of Sky*, was a finalist for the National Book Award...former ranch hand, newspaperman, and magazine editor, Doig is a graduate of Northwestern University where he received bachelor's and master's degrees in journalism...he also holds a Ph.D. in history from the University of Washington...in 1989 the Western Literature Association honored him with its Distinguished Achievement Award for his body of work...he lives in Seattle with his wife Carol, who teaches literature of the American West...."

"Taking apart a career in such summary sentences always seems to me like dissecting a frog—some of the life inevitably goes out of it—and so I think the more pertinent Ivan Doig for you, Reader, is the red-headed only child, son of ranch hand Charlie Doig and ranch cook Berneta Ringer Doig (who died of her lifelong asthma on my sixth birthday), who in his junior year of high school (Valier, Montana; my class of 1957 had 21 members) made up his mind to be a writer of some kind.

"At the time, my motivation seemed to be simply to go away to college and break out of a not very promising ranchwork future in Montana. Jobs in journalism followed—as an editorial writer in Decatur, Illinois, (where I truly grasped Keats' meaning of 'amid the alien corn') and as assistant editor of *The Rotarian* magazine in Evanston. Then, starved as we were for mountains and ocean, Carol and I left the Chicago area in 1966 and came to Seattle, with the notion that I would get a Ph.D. in history as background to bring to journalism teaching.

"What graduate school taught me, though, was that I didn't want to be on a university faculty. I was continuing to free-lance magazine articles during grad
Selfmade men always do a lopsided job of it, and the sheriff had come out conspicuously short on the capacity to sympathize with anyone but himself. No doubt ears still were burning at the Fort Peck end of the telephone connection; he'd had to tell that overgrown sap of an undersheriff he didn't give a good goddamn what the night foreman said about dangerous, get the thing fished out of the river if it meant using every last piece of equipment at the dam site. This was what he was up against all the time, the sheriff commiserated with himself during the drive from Glasgow now, toward dawn. People never behaving one bit better than they could get away with.

Die of eyelids, you could on this monotonous stretch of highway down to the dam, he reminded himself, and cranked open the window for night air to help keep him awake. He'd been up until all hours, sheriffing the town of Glasgow through the boisterous end of another week, and had barely hit bed when the telephone jangled. Catch up on sleep, the stupid saying went, but in five years as sheriff he had yet to see any evidence that the world worked that way, ever made it up to you for postponement of shuteye and all the other——

The cat-yellow shapes of bulldozers sprang huge into his headlights, causing him to blink and brake hard as he steered onto the approach to the dam. Past the bulks of earthmoving equipment parked for the night, on the rail spur stood a waiting parade of even more mammoth silhouettes, flatcars loaded high with boulders to be tumbled into place on the dam face. Then, like a dike as told by a massive liar, Fort Peck Dam itself.